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� Multiresolution estimation algorithms that provide not only estimates
but also statistics for the errors in the estimate.
� Time series was generated by a completely deterministic process
� Point of departure is Takens’s theorem.
� Easy incorporation of random behavior and uncertainties
� Case study: dynamic medical imaging (MRI and PET)

INTRODUCTION
� Most of the developments in the field of dynamic

imaging have assumed that one had a complete
description of the dynamical system under con-
sideration. But in practice, one typically has a time
series of one or more observables of the system,
whose relationship to the state variables is at best
uncertain.

� Most current approaches generally make use of
linear models which can result in considerable dif-
ficulties and may fail to model or predict them with
any degree of accuracy because they have no way
of using the fact that the time series was gener-
ated by a completely deterministic process.

� Our point of departure began with a remarkable
result due to Takens some twenty years ago. Tak-
ens showed that one can typically reconstruct
the dynamics of an unknown deterministic finite-
dimensional system from a scalar time series gen-
erated by that system ([Takens, 1980] [6]).

� We extend Taken’s result to stochastic systems to
allow incorporation of random behavior and un-
certainties in our original unknown system

�
. We

adopt a formalism called random dynamical sys-
tems (see, e.g., Arnold [1998] [1]), which encom-
passes a wide class of noisy systems which we
shall think of as deterministic systems driven by a
random process ��� .

� Our main ‘philosophical’ contribution is that we as-
sume that that our dynamics and observations are
deterministic. This stated up front, we can go on
and apply Takens’ theorem, and end up with a de-
terministic reconstructed system.

� Our Krylov subspace reconstruction stragety,
based on linear functionals from data covariance
matrix, allows easy incorporation of ’uncertainties’
in the reconstruction process of random dynami-
cal systems. The strategy suggests the kinds of
models that should be used as starting points for a
statistical analysis of a time series. We are partic-
ularly interested in on models with relatively sim-
ple statistical interpretations.

MODEL
� For simplicity we shall assume that this process is

Bernoulli, so that successive ��� at each time step� are chosen independently with respect to some
probability measure � . The state 	
� then evolves
according to

� ������ ��� 	������������ (1)

If we think of ��� as a parameter then we can in-
terpret this as a standard dynamical system with
noise on the parameters.

� We expand the state space sufficiently to give an
autonomous deterministic dynamical system on� 	���������� giving rise to an infinite-dimensional state
space. Thus suppose that ��� is drawn from a
space � and let ����� � be the space of bi-infinite
sequences �!� � �"�#�"���%$&������'(���)���"�"�#�(� of elements
of � . Define the usual shift operator *,+��.-/�
by 0 * � �1� 2 �3�,���"�4� . Then the evolution of 	
� given
by (4) can be represented by the skew product5 +7698:�;-<698:� defined by

5 � 	����1�1� � ��� 	�����'��=�=* � �>� � (2)

� We assume that the observed time series is gen-
erated by ?��@�A? � 	��#� for some measurement func-
tion ?B+@6C-ED . The crucial question we then
need to address in order to develop an analogue
of Takens’ theorem is what we mean by a Krylov
reconstruction of

5
. The fundamental property of

our reconstruction is that F and
�

should be equiv-
alent under a coordinate change, in other words
that F.�HGJI � IKG $&� . We thus need to ask what it
means for two random dynamical systems

5
and5>L

to be equivalent in this way. The most general
concept is simply to require

5 L �NMOI 5 IPM $&� for
some (invertible) coordinate change M!+76Q8R�;-
6S8H� . Because we are in a probabilistic set-
ting, we only require this relationship to hold for
�UT -almost every � .

� Our reconstruction framework for random dynam-
ical systems is virtually identical to the standard
deterministic one, apart from the fact that all its
constituent objects are random, ie indexed by � .
This is a particularly appealing point of view if we
regard

�#V
as a parameterized family of determinis-

tic systems with noise on the parameters. In such
a case the reconstructed map F V is an equiva-
lent family, with the same realization of the same

stochastic process on its parameters F V . Note
however one subtle difference between F V and

� V
that is not apparent from the notation. Because
G V depends on � ' �"�#�"�#����W $�X and hence G�Y#Z V�[ de-
pends on �)���#�"�#�"��� W $&� , Equation (9) implies that F V
depends on ��'=�#�"�"�#��� W $�� . Thus F Y�\�Z V�[ and ] Y�\�Z V�[ de-
pend on �����"�#�"�#������ W $&� and the time series model
in Equation (10) can also be written as

?��� W �^] � ?����(?��"�4���"�"�#�"�(?��� W $���_ �����"�#�"�"�����"� W $&� � (3)

CLASSICAL RECONSTRUCTION
It is assumed that one had a complete description

of the dynamical system under consideration.

TRANSFORMATION: F,�AG I � I@G $��
Transformation is based on linear functionals (in
Krylov subspace) from data covariance matrix.

Multiresolution
We model an image as the finest scale of a stochas-
tic process indexed by nodes on a quad tree. The
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